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Using a multi-sector endogenous growth model, this paper examines the

growth e¤ects of a foreign aid. Di¤erent from the related existing works, this

paper pays special attention to the transitional, i.e. short run, e¤ects analysis.

We found that, depending on the institutions of the economy, represented by

parameters, a foreign aid may improve or deteriorate the receipt country�s levels

of physical and human capital.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The e¤ects of foreign aid have been one of the most discussed issues

in the economic development literature. Though the transfer �ow from

developed to developing economies has increased in recent years, we are

still observing less improvement in the poor economic performance in the

Sub-Sahara countries. In contrast, several developing Asian countries, such

as China and India, have gained power of growth which leads to a rapid

lasting growth in the same period. Paying attention to the e¤ects of foreign

aids, this paper discusses how foreign aids can lead to di¤erent growth

patterns during the transitional process, which in some sense can be used

to explain the observed diverse experiences of economic development.

International transfer problem can date back to the famous Keynes-

Ohlin debate. Leontief (1936) �rstly demonstrates the possibility of trans-

fer paradoxes. That is, a transfer from one country to the other may

paradoxically hurts the recipients in a two-good, two-country, and per-

fect competitive world economy. However this e¤ect will disappear in the
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Walrasian stable equilibrium, as Samuelson (1947) points out. Even for

Walrasian-stable equilibrium, however, it is possible that transfer para-

doxes arise when distortions are introduced. This is illustrated, for ex-

ample, in Kemp and Wong (1993) with costly administration of foreign

aid, Bhagwati (1982) with "directly unproductive pro�t-seeking", Ohyama

(1974) with tari¤s in the recipient side and Kemp and Shimomura (1991)

with tari¤s in the donor side.

On the other hand, in the �eld of economic growth there is also a large

literature on the growth e¤ects of foreign aids, among them mostly are

empirical analysis. Chatterjee and Turnovsky (2007) and Naito and Ohdoi

(2006) are two important exceptions, which focus on theoretical analysis. In

Naito-Ohdoi, since the only possible equilibrium paths are steady growth

paths, this means the transitional e¤ects of aids are out of touch. On

the other hand, though Chatterjee-Turnovsky presents short run e¤ects of

foreign aids, the results are illustrated in numerical examples.

Departing from the existing works, this paper emphasizes the impor-

tance of transitional dynamics. Given that the transitional process lasts

usually in several generations, for example, the convergence rate in the US

is about 2 per cent, we think it is important to look the transitional process

more closely.

Using a standard multi-sector endogenous growth model, this paper

considers the long-run and short-run e¤ects of foreign aids. We pay special

attentions to the transitional process and �nd that depending on the in-

vestment behavior during the transitional process, three patterns, normal

growth, exogenous growth and paradoxical growth, are possible. For exam-

ple, in the normal growth case, a foreign aid can promote both the physical

and human capital level of the home country, while the paradoxical growth

case corresponds to the opposite case, that is, the receipt country has lower

levels of both physical and human capital. It depends on the economic pa-

rameters which case will happen. Numerical examples are presented.

2. THE MODEL ECONOMY

Considering a closed economy in which a large number of homogenous

households dwell. Normalizing the population size to one, we can use the

same notations to represent aggregate and individual variables. There are
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two kinds of agents, identical households and identical �rms. Households

own production factors: physical capital and labor. At each instant t,

the representative household supplies its physical capital holding Kt and

the constant raw labor L(= 1), to factor markets and use the earning

to buy consumptions goods, education service and to invest to capital.

Education services can raise labor e¢ ciency in a way that each unit of

raw labor corresponds to more than one unit of e¢ ciency labor (human

capital). It is this accumulation e¤ect that makes long-run growth possible

in this growth model. Firms produce consumable capital good (labeled 1),

pure consumption good (labeled 2) and education service (labeled e) with

physical and human capital inputs. Markets are competitive.

2.1. Production

There are three production sectors that produce a consumable capital

good, Y1, a pure consumption good, Y2; and education services, Ye; by

physical capital Kt; and human capital Ht: The standard constant-returns-

to-scale neoclassical production technology prevails in all three sectors.

Speci�cally, production function in sector-j is Yj = F j(Kj ;Hj) (j = 1; 2; e)

where Kj ;Hj are physical and human capital inputs to sector j. When

production factors can move freely between sectors, all sectors face the

same factor prices. Denote the rates of returns to physical and human

capitals as r and w; then the cost of producing one unit of commodity j

can be expressed as a function of r and w, cj(r; w); for example: That is,

ci(rt; wt) � min
Kit;Hit

rtKit + wtHit

s.t. : F i(Kit;Hit) � 1

Because of the neoclassical technology assumption, cj(r; w) owns the usual

properties that it is increasing in each augment, and linearly homogeneous

and quasiconcave in both augments. In the case of incomplete specialization

in production, markets are perfectly competitive, with each commodity

price equal to the unit-cost in that sector. Denote the commodity prices in

each sector respectively are 1, pt; and qt: That is, good-1 is the numeraire

one. Then

1 = c1(rt; wt); pt = c
2(rt; wt); qt = c

e(rt; wt); (1)
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From the above,

r0(pt) =
�c1w

c1rc
2
w � c1wc2r

=
�1

c2w(k1t � k2t)
(2a)

w0(pt) =
c1r

c1rc
2
w � c1wc2r

=
k1t

c2w(k1t � k2t)
(2b)

and

q0(pt) = c
e
rr
0(pt) + c

e
ww

0(pt) =
cew(k1t � ket)
c2w(k1t � k2t)

(2c)

where kit is the factor ratio in sector i (i = 1; 2; e).

Lemma 1. The elasticities of the factor prices r(pt); w(pt) : "r; "w ex-

hibit the usual magni�cation e¤ects: "r < 0, "w > 1 if sector 1 is relatively

physical capital intensive, otherwise "r > 1, "w < 0: The elasticity of edu-

cation service price qt : "q is in between "r and "w : "q = �e"r+(1��e)"r,
where �e is the spending share on physical capital.

Proof. For an increase in pt; it is straightforward to obtain the above

results by specifying (2a)-(2c). Similarly, by solving out rt; wt from (2a)

and (2c), we can obtain the corresponding results for the increase in qt:

Example 1. (The Cobb-Douglas technology) If specifying ci(rt; wt) =

r�it w
1��i
t (i = 1; 2; e); then r(pt) = p"rt ; w(pt) = p"wt ; and q(pt) = p

"q
t ;

where

"r � pr0(p)=r(p) = (1� �1)=(�2 � �1)

"w � pw0(p)=w(p) = (��1)=(�2 � �1)

"q � "r�e + "w(1� �e) = (�e � �1)=(�2 � �1)

Denoting the aggregate human capital asHt, that isHt =
P

iHit: Using

these expressions, we can derive the aggregate income as G(pt;Kt;Ht) =

r(pt)Kt + w(pt)Ht:

Lemma 2. The supply of the pure consumption good Y1t is r0(pt)Kt +

w0(pt)Ht � q0(pt)Yet:

Proof. See Appendix.
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2.2. Households

A representative household earns income by supplying its factor endow-

ments to factor markets, spends the income on good-1 consumption C1t,

good-2 consumption C2t, and physical capital and human capital invest-

ments. The optimization problem of the representative household is

max
fCt;htg

Z +1

0

C1��t � 1
1� � e��tdt

subject to (??) and

_Kt = r(pt)Kt + w(pt)Ht � E(pt; Ct)� q(pt)ht � �kKt (3)

_Ht = ht � �hHt (4)

where Ct � u(C1t; C2t) is linearly homogenous, increasing and concave

with respect to C1t; C2t, E(pt; Ct) is the expenditure function on good

consumption, of which the details will be discussed in the following.

At each point in time t, for given endowments Kt;Ht, and prices, pt;

r(pt); w(pt); the representative household faces the following optimization

problem:

E(pt; Ct) � min
C1t;C2t

C1t + ptC2t

s.t.: u(C1t; C2t) � Ct

from which we obtain the expenditure function E(pt; Ct). Given the prop-

erties of u(C1t; C2t) with respect to C1t; C2t; we have the expenditure func-

tion E(pt; Ct) is separable between pt and Ct; and linearly related with

Ct; such as E(pt; Ct) = e(pt)Ct; where e(pt) is the corresponding "price"

per unit of Ct and satis�es e0(�) > 0; e00(�) < 0: From the de�nition of the

expenditure function, we have the demand for the pure consumption good

2 equals Ept(pt; Ct) = e
0(pt)Ct: In the following intertemporal problem, we

shall focus on the consumption index Ct:

Denote the Lagrangian of the representative household as

Lt =
C1��t � 1
1� � + �t [r(pt)Kt + w(pt)Ht � E(pt; Ct)� q(pt)ht � �kKt]

+�t [ht � �hHt]
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then the �rst order conditions are

Ct : C��t = �te(pt) (5a)

ht : �t = �tqt (5b)

Kt : _�t = �t�� [�tr(pt)� �t�k] (5c)

Ht : _�t = �t�� [�tw(pt)� �t�h] (5d)

together with the transversality conditions

lim
t!1

Z 1

0

�tKte
��tdt = 0; lim

t!1

Z 1

0

�tHte
��tdt = 0: (6)

2.3. Market Equilibrium

Since education service is used only for human capital accumulation,

then at equilibrium it must be that

Yet = ht:

On the other hand, by the results in Lemma 1 and -2, we have the market

clearing condition for the pure consumption good is

e0(pt)Ct = r
0(pt)Kt + w

0(pt)Ht � q0(pt)Yet; (7)

where the left hand side is the demand for the pure consumption good

2, while the right hand side is the supply of this good. Combining these

conditions with the optimization conditions we shall derive the general

dynamic system of the economy.

2.4. Steady State Equilibrium

Denote the aggregate capital/(e¢ ciency) labor ratio as kt, the price-

adjusted per e¢ ciency unit labor good consumption as ct; and the �ow to

stock ratio of education service as zt: That is,

kt � Kt=Ht; ct � e(pt)1=�Ct=Ht; zt � ht=Ht:
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Notice that (5a) implies that

(�t)
�1=�

= [e(pt)]
1=�

Ct (5a0)

and from the optimization conditions and the equilibrium conditions, the

economy as a whole can be expressed by the following dynamic system with

respect to kt; ct and pt

_kt = �1(kt; ct; pt; zt) (8a)

� [r(pt)� �k � (zt � �h)] kt + w(pt)� e(pt)
��1
� ct � q(pt)zt

_ct = �2(ct; pt; zt) (8b)

� ct

�
1

�
[r(pt)� �k � �]� (zt � �h)

�
_pt = �3(pt) (8c)

� [(r(pt)� �k)� (w(pt)=q(pt)� �h)] q(pt)=q0(pt)

where zt satis�es

e0(pt)e(pt)
�1=�ct = r

0(pt)kt + w
0(pt)� q0(pt)zt: (70)

Hence

�1k = r(pt)� �k � (zt � �h);

�1c = �e(pt)
��1
� < 0

�1z = �lkt � q(pt) < 0; �2z = �lct < 0

�3p =

�
r0(pt)�

w(pt)

q(pt)

�
w0(pt)

w(pt)
� q

0(pt)

q(pt)

��
q(pt)

q0(pt)

+ [(r(pt)� �k)� (w(pt)� �h)] (q(pt)=q0(pt))0

@zt=@kt = r0(pt)=q
0(pt) = � (cew(k1t � ket))

�1
;

@zt=@ct = �e0(pt)e(pt)�1=�=q0(pt)

The balanced growth path (BGP henceforth) of the economy is de�ned

as that all variables grow at constant rates. Hence kt, ct and pt are constant

along the BGP. Hence, the steady state of the economy satis�es _kt = _ct =
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_pt = 0; that is

[r(p)� �k � (zl � �h)] k + w(p)� e(p)
��1
� c� q(pt)z = 0; (8a0)

1

�
[r(pt)� �k � �]� (zt � �h) = 0; (8b0)

(r(pt)� �k)� (w(pt)=q(pt)� �h) = 0; (8c0)

and (90). Solving this system, we can derive a unique steady state (�k; �c; �p; �z):

�p satis�es r(�p)� �k = w(�p)=q(�p)� �h and

�k =
e0(�p)[q(�p)�z � w(�p)] + e(�p)[w0(�p)� q0(�p)�z]

e0(�p)� � r0(�p)e(�p)

�c =
r0(�p)[q(�p)�z � w(�p)] + �[w0(�p)� q0(�p)�z]

e(�p)�1=�fe0(�p)� � r0(�p)e(�p)g

�z =

�
1

�
[r(�p)� �k � �] + �h

��1
where � � r(�p)� �k � (�zl � �h):

Example 2. Specifying the technology and the preference as

ci(rt; wt) = r
�i
t w

1��i
t ; Ct = C


1tC

1�
2t

then

kit = cirt(rt; wt)=c
i
wt(rt; wt) =

�
�i

1� �i

��
wt
rt

�
cewt = (1� �e)

�
wt
rt

���e
:

Furthermore, in case that

�1 = 0:7; �2 = 0:5; �e = 0:3;  = 0:7; � = 1; � = 0:01; l = 1

and �k = �h, we have �k � 2:51=1:503 > 1:

If sector 1 is relatively physical capital intensive, that is, r0(�p) < 0; then

w0(�p) � q0(�p)�z > 0: Notice that, e0(pt) > 0; from (70), to ensure positive

steady state values, w0(�p)� q0(�p)�z > 0 if sector 1 is capital intensive than
sector 2: r0(�p) < 0:

Lemma 3. At the steady state (�k; �c; �p) (i) �1k > 0; (ii) (a) �3p < 0 if
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k1 > k2 and k1 > ke or ke < k1 < k2; (b) �3p > 0 if k2 < k1 < ke or k1 <

k2 and k1 < ke; (iii) sign[@zt=@kt] =sign[ke � k1] ; (iv) sign[@zt=@ct] =
�sign[k1 � k2] [k1 � ke] :

Proof. See Appendix.

Linearizing the dynamic system (8) around the steady state, then we

have the following equilibrium path around the steady state0B@ _kt

_ct

_pt

1CA =

0B@ �1k + �
1
z
@z
@k �1c + �

1
z
@z
@c �1p + �

1
z
@z
@p

�2z
@z
@k �2c + �

2
z
@z
@c �2p + �

2
z
@z
@p

0 0 �3p

1CA
A

0B@ kt � �k
ct � �c
pt � �p

1CA
Proposition 1. There is one and only one interior steady state (�k; �c; �p)

along which the economy grows at a constant rate �v � [r(�p)� �k � �] =�:
Under some conditions, this steady state is locally saddle-point stable.

Proof. See Appendix.

Example 3. In Example-1�s case, �r = l
1��1

�1��2+1 ; �p = l
�1��2

�1��2+1 if �k =

�h: Hence q(�p) = 1 as well.

3. THE GROWTH EFFECTS OF FOREIGN AID

Consider the case of foreign aids in the form of physical capital. Suppose

initially the economy is in the steady growth path, where all variables grow

at constant rates. Since the parameters of the economy are not changed, the

steady state in the ratio form is not disturbed. This means, a constant aid

has no long run e¤ects.2 In the following we will focus on the transitional

e¤ects of foreign aid.

3.1. A more physical-capital intensive education sector

In this case, k1 < ke. Given that �3p > 0, it follows that z; and hence p;

is unstable. Therefore, p must remain at its initial value of �p: The model�s

transitional dynamics can be described by the following motion equations

2Aid will have long run growth e¤ect if, for example, assuming it is a constant share
of some aggregate variables, such as, GDP.
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for k and c. 
_k

c

!
=

 
�1k + �

1
z
@z
@k �1c + �

1
z
@z
@c

�2z
@z
@k �2c + �

2
z
@z
@c

! 
k � �k
c� �c

!

Saddle-path stability of the BGP implies that

@k

@c

����
_k=0

<
@k

@c

����
_c=0

:

This means that, on the k�c plane, the _c = 0 locus has a steeper slope than
that of the _k = 0 locus. If ke > k1 > k2, then from Lemma 2, a23 < 0 and

a33 < 0. Hence, both the _ln = 0 locus and the _k = 0 locus are negatively

sloped on the ln-k plane (see Figure 1). If ke > km and kn > km, then

a33 > 0. That is, the _ln = 0 locus is positively sloped. In this case, the sign

of a23 is indeterminate. If a23 > 0, then the _k = 0 locus is positively sloped

(see Figure 2). If a23 < 0, we obtain a negatively sloped _k = 0 locus. In

all cases, phase diagram analysis reveals a positively sloped stable arm on

the ln-k plane. However, depending on the parameter ranges, the stable

transitional path may or may not be steeper.

Proposition 2. If the education sector is more physical-capital intensive
than the market sector, then around the BGP point, the equilibrium path

is positively sloped on the c-k plane, along which p = �p always. Therefore,

a sudden increase in physical capital K; causes k and c to jump upwards,

whereas p is una¤ected.

Growth patterns during the transition. An increase in physical cap-
ital K can raise or lower the BGP levels of physical and human capital,

or cause them to return to their previous levels before the shock, depend-

ing on what happens to human capital accumulation during the process of

transition: normal growth, exogenous growth or paradoxical growth.

Since physical and human capital grow at a constant rate �v on the

BGP, we refer their BGP levels as those discounted by the BGP growth

rate. When the accumulation rate of human capital during the transitional

process increases, which corresponds to an increase in le, then, after re-

turning to the BGP, the BGP levels of physical and human capital are

above their previous levels; hence, there is so-called normal growth, in the

terminology of Caballe and Santos (1993). Similarly, exogenous and para-
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doxical growth correspond to unchanged and lower levels of two capitals,

respectively. Given that p = �p, when the market sector is more physical-

capital intensive than the home sector, an upward jump in schooling time,

le, raises the rate of human capital accumulation during the transitional

process. Hence, there is normal growth. When the home sector is more

physical-capital intensive that the market sector, although the direct ef-

fect of physical capital on education time, le, is positive, the indirect e¤ect

that operates through ln is negative. Depending on the relative size of

these two e¤ects, growth could be exogenous or paradoxical. In fact, when

dc=dk = �(k1�k2)�1, growth is exogenous, in which case, the BGP levels of
physical and human capital are una¤ected. When dc=dk > �(k1 � k2)�1,
growth is paradoxical; that is, an increase in physical capital lowers the

steady state values of physical and human capital.

3.2. A more physical-capital intensive capital sector

When k1 > ke, the stable eigenvalue of the linearized dynamic system

is � � �3p. Hence, the generic form of the equilibrium path is

k(t)� �k = x1e
�t

c(t)� �c = x2e
�t

p(t)� �p = x3e
�t;

where x1; x2 and x3 are the elements of eigenvectors corresponding to �3p.

That is, �
a21x1 + (a22 � a11)x2 + a23x3 = 0
a31x1 + a32x2 + (a33 � a11)x3 = 0

:

Hence,

b1x3 = b2x1; (a22 � a11)x2 = b3x1; (10)

where b1 � (a33�a11)�a32a23=(a22�a11), b2 � �a31+a21a32=(a22�a11),
b3 � �a21 � a23b2=b1:

Lemma 4. (i) b1 > 0. (ii) If k1 > ke > k2,  < ~, � � 1 and �1 � 1� �l�e ,
then b2 < 0, b3 > 0. (iii) If k2 > k1 > ke and � < ~� and � su¢ ciently close

to 0, then b2 > 0; b3 > 0.

Proof. See Appendix 3.

Note that the preference parameter, , and � play important roles in
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determining which case applies. In fact,  is the expenditure share of the

household�s market goods consumption. A relatively small  implies that

households consume more home goods. Depending on the sign of bi, we

obtain the following cases.

Proposition 3. When the market sector is more physical-capital intensive
than the education sector (that is, km > ke), (Case-I) if k1 > ke > k2,

 < ~; � � 1 and �m � 1 � �l�e , then, around the BGP, the projection of
the transitional equilibrium path on the ln-k plane is negatively sloped (see

Figure 4); (Case-II) if k2 > k1 > ke, � < ~� and � is su¢ ciently close to 0,

then this projection is positively sloped (see Figure 5). Therefore, a sudden

increase in physical capital K, in Case-I, causes k, k1 to jump upwards,

whereas ln jumps downwards; in Case-II, it causes k, km and ln to jump

upwards simultaneously.

In Case-I, from Lemma 4, we know that b1 > 0; b2 < 0; b3 > 0. Then,

from (10), it follows that sign[x3] = �sign[x1] and that sign[x2] =sign[x1].
This implies that the projection of the stable arm on the ln-k plane is neg-

atively sloped: Therefore, when there is a sudden increase in K, k jumps

upwards and, consequently, km jumps upwards whereas ln jumps down-

wards in order to ride on the transitional equilibrium path given by (26).

In other words, when the shock leads to k(t) > �k; then along the equilib-

rium path, k1(t) > �k and c(t) < �c.

Similarly, in Case-II, from Lemma 3, we have b1 > 0; b2 > 0; b3 > 0.

Because a22�a11 > 0, from (10), sign[x1] =sign[x2] =sign[x3]. This implies
that the projection of the stable arm on the ln-k plane is positively sloped:

Therefore, an increase in K induces k to jump upwards and, consequently,

km and ln also jump upwards in order to ride on the transitional equilibrium

path given by (26). In other words, a positive shock to K causes the

economy to deviate temporarily from the BGP, and during the consequent

transitional process of returning to the BGP, k(t) > k�; c(t) > �c and

p(t) > �p.

Growth patterns during the transition. The growth patterns that
arise during the transitional process are generally ambiguous. In our home-

production framework, paradoxical growth is more likely than in standard

multisector endogenous growth models that exclude home production.

The reason for this is that, without home production, there is no ef-
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fect of resource allocation to home sector. In standard models, exogenous

growth is given by (@le=@k1) dk1+(@le=@k) dk = 0. When the home sector

is introduced, because resource allocation to the home sector negatively

a¤ects le, exogenous growth in a standard model is paradoxical growth in

a model that incorporates home production. Similarly, normal growth in a

standard models is represented by (@le=@k1) dk1 + (@le=@k) dk > 0. If the

introduction of a home sector cancels out this positive growth e¤ect (that

is, if (@le=@k1) dk1 + (@le=@k) dk + (@le=@l2) dl2 � 0), then growth can be
exogenous or even paradoxical.

3.3. Numerical examples

To show the achieved results concretely, we present some numerical

examples in this section. In accordance with Ortigueira (2000), we set

A = 3, B = 0:07, �1 = 0:4, � = 0:05, and  = 0:45. Under the speci�cation

of � = 1 and � = 0, for di¤erent values of �2, we get corresponding steady-

state values in Table 1.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper examined the long and short run growth e¤ects of foreign

aids. We pay attention to the case that the receipt country receiving aids

when it is on the balanced growth path. Similarly, we can study the case

that the country receiving aids during the transitional process. The case

that lasting aids during a time period can be separated into the above two

cases. This paper considered mainly the short run growth e¤ects of aids,

therefore we assumed that the value of aids is exogenously given. When

aids are endogenously determined, such as, in the form a constant share of

aggregate production, we predict that aids will a¤ect the long run growth

rate as well, for which we will leave for the future work.

APPENDIX

1. Proof of Lemma 2.
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From the full employment conditions of production factors

Kt � �erxet = �1rx1t + �
2
rx2t

Ht � �ewxet = �1wx1t + �
2
wx2t

we obtain

x2t =
�1r(Ht � �ewxet)� �1w(Kt � �erxet)

�1r�
2
w � �2r�1w

Recall that r0(p) = ��1w=(�1r�2w � �2r�1w) and w0(p) = �1r=(�1r�2w � �2r�1w),
then

xct = r0(p)Kt + w
0(p)Ht � f�er(r(p); w(p))r0(p) + �ew((r(p); w(p))w0(p)gxet

= r0(p)Kt + w
0(p)Ht � q0(p)xet:

2. Proof of Propositions 1.
From _pt = 0 in (8c0), a unique steady state value of pure consumption

goods 2 price �p can be derived from r(�p)� �k = w(�p)� �h: In the case that
�k = �h � �; the relation is simpli�ed as r(�p) = w(�p): The uniqueness of �p
is ensured by the opposite signs of r0(pt) and w0(pt) in (2a) and (2b).

Substitute �p into (8b0), the steady state value of the education service

ratio �z can be expressed as: �z = va + �: Substitute �p and �z into (70) and

(8a0), we derive the steady state values of the aggregate factor ratio and

the per unit of e¢ ciency labor consumption �k; �c :

�k =
e0(�p)[q(�p)�z � w(�p)]� e(�p)[w0(�p)� q0(�p)�z]

e0(�p)[r(�p)� �zl]� r0(�p)e(�p)

�c =
r0(�p)[q(�p)�z � w(�p)]� [r(�p)� �zl][w0(�p)� q0(�p)�z]

e(�p)�1=�fe0(�p)[r(�p)� �zl]� r0(�p)e(�p)g

To ensure the positiveness of �k; �c; we need

e0(�p)[q(�p)�z � w(�p)]� e(�p)[w0(�p)� q0(�p)�z] S 0

r0(�p)[q(�p)�z � w(�p)]� [r(�p)� �zl][w0(�p)� q0(�p)�z] S 0

when e0(�p)[r(�p)� �zl]� r0(�p)e(�p) S 0:

3. Proof of Lemma 3.

14



(i) From (8b0),

�1k = r(�p)� �k �
1

�
[r(�p)� �k � �]

=
�

�
+

�
� � 1
�

�
(r(�p)� �k) :

If � � 1; then �1k > 0: In order for a positive BGP growth rate, r(�p)��k >
�: On the other hand, from the transversility condition, it is needed that

r(�p) � �k < �=(1 � �): Then when � < 1, 0 < �1k < �: (ii) When k1 > k2,
then "r < 0; "w > 1: Since "q = �e"r + (1� �e)"w, then "w � "q > 0: That
is

r0(pt)�
lw(pt)

q(pt)

�
w0(pt)

w(pt)
� q

0(pt)

q(pt)

�
< 0

On the other hand, if k1 > ke, we have q0(pt) > 0, and if k1 < ke, we have

q0(pt) < 0:Therefore

�3p < 0 if k1 > k2 and k1 > ke

�3p > 0 if k1 > k2 and k1 < ke

Similarly, if k1 < k2

r0(pt)�
lw(pt)

q(pt)

�
w0(pt)

w(pt)
� q

0(pt)

q(pt)

�
> 0

always. When k1 < ke, we have �3p > 0; while when k1 > ke, we have

�3p < 0: That is

�3p > 0 if k1 < k2 and k1 < ke

�3p < 0 if k1 < k2 and k1 > ke

It is straightforward to obtain the results in (iii) and (iv) by noticing the

expressions in (4).

4. Proof of Proposition 2.
Notice that the dynamic system is constituted by a state variable kt

and two control variables ct; pt: (i) k1 > k2; k1 > ke. In this case �3p <

0; @z=@k < 0, @z=@c < 0: Since �3p < 0 is one stable eigenvalue, while

15



�1k + �
1
z
@z
@k > 0, �

2
c + �

2
z
@z
@c > 0 and�

�1k + �
1
z

@z

@k

��
�2c + �

2
z

@z

@c

�
� �2z

@z

@k

�
�1c + �

1
z

@z

@c

�
= �2z

�
�1k
@z

@c
� �1c

@z

@k

�
> 0

imply that the other two eigenvalues are positive. Therefore the steady

state is locally saddlepoint stable. (ii) k1 > k2 and k1 < ke: In this case,

�3p > 0; @z=@k > 0 and @z=@c > 0. Therefore

�
�1k + �

1
z@z=@k

� �
�2c + �

2
z@z=@c

�
� �2z

@z

@k

�
�1c + �

1
z

@z

@c

�
= �2z

�
�1k
@z

@c
� �1c

@z

@k

�
< 0

which means, there is one positive and one negative eigenvalues. Together

with �3p > 0 we obtain that the steady state is locally saddlepoint stable.

(iii) k1 < k2 and k1 < ke: In this case, �3p > 0; @z=@k > 0, @z=@c < 0:

Notice that

�1k
@z

@c
� �1c

@z

@k
=

Therefore the sign of �2z
�
�1k

@z
@c � �

1
c
@z
@k

�
is generally ambiguous. When the

if ??. (iv) ke < k1 < k2: In this case, �3p < 0; @z=@k < 0 and @z=@c > 0:

Since �1k+�
1
z@z=@k+�

2
z@z=@c > 0 if ??, and �

2
z

�
�1k

@z
@c � �

1
c
@z
@k

�
> 0 if ??
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